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At Scarlett, we understand that
language learning is more than just
learning new words and grammar

rules. It’s about immersing yourself in
a new culture, exploring new

perspectives, and building
connections with people from around

the world. That’s why our courses
incorporate cultural lessons to give

students a deeper understanding of
the language and the people who

speak it.

SCARLETT
HOUSE OF LANGUAGES

About Us

We can't wait to hear from
you and help you achieve
your goals!

We believe that learning a
new language is a life-

changing experience. Our
mission is to provide a fun,

engaging, and effective
language learning

experience to people of all
ages and backgrounds.

BOOK YOUR FREE
SESSION

info@scarletthub.com

9311276087



“A different language is a 
different vision of life.”
 
‒ Federico Fellini

WHO WE ARE ?

Established in 2023 by Ms. Ankita, who
holds certifications in French and
Spanish language instruction, and has
previous experience in a business
setting.

Background

Values
Our core values center around
customer satisfaction through
the delivery of exceptional
services, fostered by teamwork
and creativity.



DISCOVERDISCOVER

“Speak a new language 
so that the world 

will be a new world.” 

Rumi

What our school has
to offer!



Why
Choose Us ?

ISO , MSMECertified 

Professional TeacherS

Quality Education

Contact Us

9311276087

www.scarletthub.com

info@scarletthub.com
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FRENCH

About Our FRENCH courses

Scarlett House of Languages offers a comprehensive French course
designed to cater to beginners as well as advanced learners. The
course covers all aspects of the language including grammar,
vocabulary, and conversational skills, and is taught by experienced
and certified instructors through online classes. And special training
for TEF Exam!!

Join  us
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Scarlett offers official exams that certify your proficiency
in French for school records, university applications,
career development, immigration purposes, and more.

Exams for Kids & Teens
DELF PRIM (Diplôme d’Études en Langue Française PRIM) is an official diploma
awarded by the French Ministry of Education to certify the proficiency in French as
a Foreign Language of children ages 8 to 12.

DELF Junior is a specially adapted version for juniors/teenagers of the DELF
diplomas. DELF (Diplôme d’ Études en Langue Française) is an official qualification
awarded by the French Ministry of Education to certify the competency of
candidates from outside France in the French language.

Exams for Adults
DELF (Diplôme d’Etudes en Langue Française) and DALF (Diplôme Approfondi de Langue Française) are official
qualifications awarded by the French Ministry of Education certifying level of fluency in French. Useful for
school records and college and job applications in French-speaking countries. Scores valid for life.

TCF Canada is intended for anyone 16 years of age or over, regardless of their nationality or native tongue,
needing to certify their level of French as part of the procedures for economic immigration to Canada or for
obtaining Canadian citizenship.
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Spanish

At Scarlett- House of Languages, we offer Spanish language courses
 suitable for all level, ranging from novice to expert. Our
knowledgeable instructors employ a communicative approach
 to teach grammar, vocabulary, and conversational skills, ensuring a
comprehensive learning experience.
 Join us and immerse yourself in a fun and interactive environment
while mastering the Spanish language!



What is DELE Exam?
DELE stands for Diplomas de
Español Como Lengua Extranjera.
DELE is administered on behalf of
the Spanish Ministry of Education &
Science by Instituto Cervantes.
The examination adheres to the
strict standard of the CEFR —
Common European Framework of
Reference for Language.

What are the DELE Levels?
The test has six different levels from which you can choose at will. From A1 (Breakthrough or Beginner), A2
(Waystage or Elementary) to B1 (Threshold or Intermediate), B2 (Vantage or Upper-intermediate), C1 (Effective
Operational Proficiency or Advanced), and C2 (Mastery or Near-native).
The A1 level is the most basic, and the C2 level is the most advanced.

The Diplomas you will obtain from DELE are valid for a lifetime.
The minimum age is 16 for these DELE exams.

To pass, you need a 60% or more score in the writing and reading sections
combined and a 60% or more in the listening and verbal sections combined.

The DELE exams are conducted SIX times a year — February, April, May, July, October, and
November. The registration procedure starts 6-8 weeks in advance.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_European_Framework_of_Reference_for_Languages
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German

Looking to learn German? Scarlett- House of Languages has got you
covered, whether you're a beginner or have been around the block.
Our skilled instructors will take you on a communicative journey,
teaching you grammar, vocabulary, and conversation skills. All in all,
it'll be a blast! So, let's learn German together in a fun and interactive
environment!



How good is your German? Do you want to check
your level?

I’ve got good news to tell you. Take one of the
German proficiency tests like Goethe-Zertifikat
Deutsch, TestDaF, DSH, TELC, ÖSD, and OSD to

find your results.

Zertifikat Deutsch (ZD) is the German proficiency test that will ascertain your competency in speaking
German (Deutsch).The Federal government of Germany highly supports the Zertifikat exam. It is designed
according to the set-out guidelines of the CEFR.The test is performed in levels ranging from A1, which is
for beginners, to C2, for advanced German speakers . The exam is held 5 to 6 times a year, and the exam
fee will depend on the level you decide to take.Generally, it is between Rs 6,000 to 11,000.

Goethe-Test PRO is another test designed for professionals.
The computer-based online German test evaluates listening and reading competence quickly and reliably
in the workplace.
The test results and a report on your language proficiency level are available immediately after you have
completed the test.



Fees: 8,000
Duration :2 Months

Fees: 10,000
Duration: 2 months

Fees : 15,000
Duration: 4 months

Fees: 20,000
Duration: 4 months

Fees: 65,000
Duration :10 monthsA1

A2

B1

B2

TEF/
TCF

FRENCH

FEE 
STRUCTURE



A UNIQUE BATCH FORA UNIQUE BATCH FOR
SCHOOL STUDENTS.SCHOOL STUDENTS.

www.reallygreatsite.com

6th standard: 2,500/-pm  
7th standard: 3,000 /-pm 
8th standard: 3,000/-pm 
 9th standard: 3,500 /-pm 
10th standard: 4,000/-pm 

Enrich your child's linguistic abilities by
enrolling them in our exclusive program today!
Limited seats available, act fast to secure your
spot.

FEE STRUCTUREFEE STRUCTURE



Fees: 8,000
Duration :2 Months

Fees: 10,000
Duration: 2 months

Fees : 15,000
Duration: 4 months

Fees: 20,000
Duration: 4 months

A1

A2

B1

B2 Spanish

FEE 
STRUCTURE



Fees: 8,000
Duration :2 Months

Fees: 10,000
Duration: 2 months

Fees : 15,000
Duration: 4 months

Fees: 20,000
Duration: 4 months

A1

A2

B1

B2 GERMAN

FEE 
STRUCTURE



Key featuresKey features  

Internship assistance post training
  100% placement assistance for 1 year
Certification for the completion of courses
24*7 lifetime support and access



INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
AT  SCARLETT

 The internships are designed to be both
challenging and rewarding, with
opportunities to work in a variety of
industries. Scarlett- House of Languages is
proud to offer this unique opportunity to
its students, and looks forward to seeing
them succeed in their professional
endeavors.



Scarlett- House of Languages is thrilled to unveil its newest initiative: an
internship program tailored to French language learners. Upon reaching
A2 proficiency level or higher in French through Scarlett, students
become eligible for a paid internship. This program provides an
opportunity for students to apply their language skills in a professional
context while acquiring valuable work experience.

AS LANGUAGE INSTRUCTORAS LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR



WHAT

 OUR 

CLIENT
 

SAYS







AccreditionsAccreditions

www.scarletthub.com



As the director of Scarlett -

house of languages, I am

inspired by the power of

language in connecting

people and cultures. It

brings me immense joy to

see our students learn and

grow as they become more

proficient in French and

German. I truly believe

that language is a key to

unlocking a world of

opportunities and I am

proud to be a part of that

journey for our students!!Ms. Ankita
Director 

(SCARLETT - HOUSE OF LANGUAGES )


